Abstract We report the distance and [Fe/H] value for the globular cluster NGC 5904 (M5) derived from the Fourier decomposition of the light curves of selected RRab and RRc stars. The aim in doing this was to bring these parameters into the homogeneous scales established by our previous work on numerous other globular clusters, allowing a direct comparison of the horizontal branch luminosity in clusters with a wide range of metallicities. Our CCD photometry of the large variable star population of this cluster is used to discuss light curve peculiarities, like Blazhko modulations, on an individual basis. New Blazhko variables are reported.
Introduction
The globular cluster NGC 5904 (M5, or C1645+476 in the IAU nomenclature) (α = 15 h 18 m 33.2 s , δ = +02
• 04 51.7 , J2000; l = 3.85
• , b = +46.80
• ) is among the closest globular clusters (GCs) to the Sun and hence it is very bright. Its horizontal branch is at about V ∼15 mag. Being a nearby cluster, it is affected by very little reddening, E(B − V ) = 0.03 mag (Harris 1996) .
M5 has a very rich population of variable stars and no doubt its proximity has contributed to the very early discovery of numerous variables. The first 46 variables were discovered by Solon J. Bailey in the last decade of the XIX century, on photographs taken with the 13-inch Boyden Telescope at Arequipa, Peru, and they were announced by Pickering (1896a) . Periods of some of these variables were calculated by Pickering (1896b) and Barnard (1898) . Bailey himself reported the periods for 63 of the nearly 90 variables then known (Bailey & Leland 1899) and in 1902 he listed X,Y positions for 92 variables (V1-V92, his table XXIV) and offered an identification chart (his Fig. 2 , Bailey 1902) . Despite the richness of the cluster in variable stars, the next batch of discoveries only happened about forty years later when Oosterhoff (1941) found V93-V103. Yet another 46 years later, Kadla et al. (1987) found the variables V104-V114. A year later variables V115-V131 were announced by Kravtsov (1988) while V132-V133 were found by Kravtsov (1991) . Intense CCD photometry of the cluster led to the discovery of 35 more variables between 1996 and 2000; V134-V141 were announced by Sandquist et al. (1996) although V134 and V135 were the already known variables V129 and V36 respectively. In some cases the names of the new variables given in the original papers were modified by Caputo et al. (1999) or in the Catalogue of Variable Stars in Globular Clusters (CVSGC; Clement et al.2001) to yield a consistent list of variable names. Thus V142-143 were found by Brocato et al. (1996) , V144-V148 by Reid (1996) , V149-V154 by Yan & Reid (1996) , V155-159 by Drissen & Shara (1998) , V160-V163 by Olech et al. (1999) and V164-V168 by Kaluzny et al. (1999) . V169 was noted by Rees (1993) and confirmed by Kaluzny et al. (2000) . The last batch of variables, V170-V181, one SX Phe (V170) and 11 semi-regular late-type (SRA) variables, was recently announced by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) . This makes nearly 120 years of variable star discoveries in this cluster.
As in most of our recent papers we have employed the DanDIA 1 implementation of difference image analysis (DIA) (Bramich 2008; Bramich et al. 2013 ) to extract high-precision photometry for all of the point sources in the field of M5. We collected 6890 light cuves in the V and I bandpasses with the aim of building up a colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) and discussing the horizontal branch (HB) structure as compared to other Oosterhoff type I (OoI) and Oosterhoff type II (OoII) clusters.
2 We also Fourier decompose the light curves of the RR Lyrae stars (RRL) to calculate their metallicity and luminosity in order to provide independent and Table 1 The distribution of observations of M5. Columns NV and NI give the number of images taken with the V and I filters respectively. Columns tV and tI provide the exposure time, or range of exposure times. The average seeing is listed in the last column. homogeneous estimates of the cluster mean metallicity and distance. The scheme of the paper is as follows: In § 2 we describe the observations, data reduction and calibration to the standard system. In § 3 the periods and phased light curves of RRL stars are displayed and the Fourier light curve decomposition of stable RRL is described. The corresponding individual values of [Fe/H] and M V are reported. § 4 deals with the discussion of the distribution of RRL in the HB. In § 5 the metallicity and distance of the parent cluster are inferred from the RRL and independent distance calculations from the P-L relation of SX Phe stars, and the luminosity of the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB). In this section we also give comments on peculiar stars. Finally, in § 6 we summarize our conclusions.
Observations and Reductions

Observations
The observations were performed on 11 nights between February 29, 2012 and April 09, 2014 with the 2.0-m telescope at the Indian Astronomical Observatory (IAO), Hanle, India, located at 4500 m above sea level. A total of 385 and 384 images were obtained in the Johnson-Kron-Cousins V and I filters, respectively. The detector was a Thompson CCD of 2048×2048 pixels with a scale of 0.296 arcsec/pix, translating to a field of view (FoV) of approximately 10.1×10.1 arcmin 2 . The log of observations is given in Table 1 where the dates, number of frames, exposure times and average nightly seeing are recorded. Fig. 1 Transformation relations in the V and I bandpasses between the instrumental and the standard photometric systems using a set of standard stars in the field of M5 (Stetson 2000) . Fig. 2 The rms magnitude deviations as a function of the mean magnitudes V and I. Small blue and green circles represent RRab and RRc stars respectively. Other symbols are: bigger and labelled blue filled symbols for eclipsing binaries; red filled symbols for semi-regular late-type variables (SRA); purple for SX Phe stars; red crosses are stars listed in the CVSGC as variables but whose variability has not been confirmed by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) . The U Gem variable V101 is shown as a turquoise symbol. Triangles are used for all variables discovered by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) where a detailed discussion on all of them can be found.
Difference Image Analysis
We employed the technique of difference image analysis (DIA) to extract high-precision photometry for all of the point sources in the images of M5 and we used the DanDIA pipeline for the data reduction process (Bramich 2008; Bramich et al. 2013) . We constructed one reference image for the V filter and another for the I filter by stacking the best-quality images in our collection; then we created sequences of difference images in each filter by subtracting the respective convolved reference image from the rest of the collection. Differential fluxes for each star detected in the reference image were then measured on each difference image. Light curves for each star were constructed by calculating the total fluxes which in turn were converted into instrumental magnitudes. The above procedure and its caveats have been described in detail in Bramich et al. (2011) , so that for brevity we do not repeat them here and refer the interested reader to that paper for further details.
Photometric Calibrations
Relative calibration
All photometric data suffer from systematic errors to some level that sometimes may be severe enough to be mistaken for bona fide variability in light curves. However, multiple observations of a set of objects at different epochs, such as time-series photometry, may be used to investigate, and possibly correct, these systematic errors (see for example Honeycutt 1992) . This process is a relative self-calibration of the photometry, which is being performed as a standard post-processing step for large-scale surveys (e.g. Padmanabhan et al. 2008; Regnault et al. 2009 ).
We apply the methodology developed in Bramich & Freudling (2012) to solve for the magnitude offsets Z k that should be applied to each photometric measurement from the image k. In terms of DIA, this translates into a correction (to first order) for the systematic error introduced into the photometry from an image due to an error in the fitted value of the photometric scale factor p (Bramich et al. 2015) . We found that, for either filter, the magnitude offsets that we derive are of the order of ∼ 0.02 mag and ∼ 0.03 mag in V and I, respectively. Applying these magnitude offsets to our DIA photometry improves the light curve quality, especially for the brighter stars. Fig. 6 which, along with their obvious systematically higher luminosity, identifies them as stars in a more advanced stage of evolution towards the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). Labelled stars in black digits are those displaying too short a period for their colour (Fig. 7) and probably have an unseen companion or an helium enhanced atmosphere. Stars labelled in red digits are evolved stars discussed individually in § A, those with a line segment to the right or left have increasing or decreasing periods respectively (see discussion on § 6). Three vertical dashed lines represent the empirical RRab-RRc border found (from left to right) in NGC 6229, NGC 5024 and NGC 4590 (see discussion on § 4). 
Absolute calibration
Standard stars in the field of M5 are included in the online collection of Stetson (2000) 3 and we used them to transform instrumental vi magnitudes into the standard VI system.
The standard minus the instrumental magnitudes show mild dependencies on the colour, as can be seen in Fig.1 . The transformations are of the form
All of our VI photometry for the variable stars in the FoV of our collection of images of M5 is provided in Table 2 . A small portion of this table is given in the printed version of this paper and the full table is available in electronic form. Despite the fact that in the present paper we only deal with RR Lyrae and SX Phe stars, in the electronic version of the table we have also included the photometry of all variables listed in Table 3 . Fig. 2 shows the rms magnitude deviation in our V and I light curves, after the application of the relative 3 http://www3.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrccnrc.gc.ca/community/STETSON/standards photometric calibration of Section 2.3.1, as a function of the mean magnitude.
To help us discuss the variable star search and classifications, we have built the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) of Fig. 3 by calculating the inversevariance weighted mean magnitudes of 6890 stars with V and I magnitudes. For better precision, the periodic variables like RRL and SX Phe are plotted using their intensity-weighted magnitudes < V > and colours < V > − < I >. The colour < V > − < I > was preferred over < V − I > since our V and I observations are not simultaneous and building up the V − I colour curve would imply an undesirable interpolation process. The expansion of the HB in the bottom panel is discussed later in sections 4 and 6.
Astrometry
A linear astrometric solution was derived for the V filter reference image by matching 950 hand-picked stars with the UCAC4 star catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2013 ) using a field overlay in the image display tool GAIA 4 (Draper 2000) . We achieved a radial RMS scatter in the residuals of ∼0.17 arcsec. The astrometric fit was then used to calculate the J2000.0 celestial coordinates for all of the confirmed variables in our FoV (see Table 3 ). The coordinates correspond to the epoch of the V reference image which pertains to the average helio- Fig. 4 Light curves of the RRab stars in M5. To preserve the vertical scale and limits, the vertical axes display V − < V > and I− < I >. All light curves are phased with the ephemerides listed in Table 3 . Individual mean values and amplitudes are also listed in the table. Table 3 . Note that the variables V2, V10, V21, V22, V29, V58, V66-V73, V75, V76, V141 and V165-V169 are outside the FoV of our study. We do not plot the RRab star V156 in Figure 4 because we were unable to phase our light curve, although we confirm that it is variable (see the comment in § A and the light curve in Fig.11 ). The stars in Figs. 4 and 5 are discussed individually in § A when found peculiar. The RR Lyrae stars were selected for the Fourier decomposition approach for the determination of their physical parameters only when their light curves are considered sufficiently stable, i.e. with no clear signs of amplitude modulations.
Periods
The light curves of the RRab and RRc stars in Figs. 4 and 5 were phased with the ephemerides in Table 3 . The periods reported in Table 3 were calculated exclusively on our data from 2012-2014, applying the string-length method (Burke, Rolland & Boy 1970; Dworetsky 1983 ) as well as period04 (Lenz & Breger 2005) . It is well known, however, from the pioneering work of Oosterhoff (1941) to the most recent analysis by Szeidl et al. (2011) , that most RRL in M5 do exhibit secular period variations, thus the periods given in Table 3 are not likely to be the most precise ones. Nevertheless, they are instantaneous accurate values that phase the light curves during 2012-2014 very well, as can be judged from the phased light curves in Figs. 4 and 5, and that can be accurately used to Fourier decompose the light curves in pursuit of physical parameters, as will be described later in this paper. In a separate paper we shall revisit the secular period change nature of the RRL in M5 in the light of our observations which extend the time-base by at least 15 years. 
where m(t) is the magnitude at time t, P is the period and E the epoch. A linear minimization routine is used to derive the amplitudes A k and phases φ k of each harmonic, from which the Fourier parameters φ ij = jφ i − iφ j and R ij = A i /A j are calculated. The mean magnitudes A 0 , and the Fourier light curve fitting parameters of individual RRab and RRc stars are listed in Table 4 . In this table we have excluded stars with evident amplitude-phase modulations, excessive noise, apparent blending or incomplete light curves that badly disturbed the Fourier fit. The latter case is particularly true in those light curves where the maximum or minimum are missing. These Fourier parameters and the semi-empirical calibrations of Jurcsik & Kovács (1996) (Carretta et al. 2009 ). The absolute magnitude M V can be derived from the calibrations of Kovács & Walker (2001) for RRab stars and of Kovács (1998) for the RRc stars. The effective temperature T eff was estimated using the calibration of Jurcsik (1998) . For brevity we do not explicitly present here the above mentioned calibrations; however, the corresponding equations, and most importantly their zero points, have been discussed in detail in previous papers (e.g. Arellano Ferro et al. 2011; 2013) and the interested reader is referred to them. Let us recall that the calibration for [Fe/H] for RRab stars of Jurcsik & Kovács (1996) is applicable to RRab stars with a deviation parameter D m , defined by Jurcsik & Kovács (1996) and Kovács & Kanbur (1998) , not exceeding an upper limit. These authors suggest D m ≤ 3.0. The D m is listed in column 10 of Table 4 . However we have relaxed the criterion to include six stars with 3.0 ≤ D m ≤ 4.8. The RRab V25 and V157, which are likely blended in our images, are not included in the Fourier decomposition analysis. They are addressed in § A.
The physical parameters for the RRL and the inverse-variance weighted means are reported in Table 5. Two independent estimations of [Fe/H] UVES were found from 38 RRab and 24 RRc stars in M5: −1.34 ± 0.11 and −1.39 ± 0.12 respectively, where the uncertainties are the standard deviations of the inversevariance weighted means.
Morgan (2013) Morgan et al. (2007) , and that the average differences are of the order of 0.02 dex. We have also carried out the calculation using the new calibration and found [Fe/H] UVES = −1.43, i.e. 0.04 dex more deficient than the value derived with the calibration of Morgan et al. (2007) which is in better agreement with the result from the RRab calibration. A similar conclusion was found by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015b) for the case of NGC 6229.
The weighted mean M V values for the RRab and RRc stars are 0.575±0.082 mag and 0.578±0.028 mag respectively and will be used in section 5 to estimate the mean distance to the parent cluster.
The horizontal branch of M5
Evolved and binary RR Lyrae stars
Recently we analysed in detail the HB structure of NGC 6229 (Arellano Ferro et al. 2015b ), a cluster that apparently has a similar history and evolution to that of M5. We comment here on their similarities and some important differences. From an analysis of the proper motion of M5, Cudworth & Hanson (1993) , Cudworth (1997) and Scholz et al. (1996) argued that M5, which is currently in the inner-halo, has a wide galactic orbit reaching as far as 40-50 kpc from the Galactic center, which reveals M5 to actually be, like NGC 6229, an outer-halo cluster. The similarity of metallicity and age between M5 and NGC 6229 has been noted in the past (Borissova et al. 1999 ). In fact they have essentially the same metallicity; [Fe/H] UVES , -1.36 (M5) and -1.30 (NGC 6229) and their CMDs indeed resemble each other, both having a long blue tail and a well populated HB; their values of the Lee-Zinn parameter L (≡ (B − R)/(B + V + R) where B, V, R refer to the number of stars to the blue, inside, and to the red of the IS) are +0.31 and +0.24 respectively. Borissova et al. (1999) argued indetail in favour of the two clusters being coeval to within 1 Gyr. NGC 6229 is an OoI cluster, as recently discussed by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015b) . In M5, the periods of the 79 RRab and 34 RRc stars listed in Table 3 average 0.553d and 0.311d, respectively; these values, along with the ratio of the number of RRab to RRc stars, clearly confirm that M5 is also an Oosterhoff type I cluster. Both clusters have Table 4 Fourier coefficients A k for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and phases φ21, φ31 and φ41, for RRab and RRc stars. The numbers in parentheses indicate the uncertainty on the last decimal place. Also listed is the deviation parameter Dm (see Section 3.2). a substantial number of SR variables and are poor in SX Phe stars, since three SX Phe are known in M5 and only one in NGC 6229. However, when it comes to the instability strip (IS) in the HB, there are important differences: M5 has about twice as many stars in the HB as NGC 6629, which is a consequence of M5 being brighter and then more massive, and hence it is not a surprise that it has about twice as many RRL. Nearly a hundred RRL in M5 show secular period variations ) while these have been detected and measured in some 16 stars in NGC 6229 (Arellano Ferro et al. 2015b ). We must note however that, although the time base of available data is similar for M5 (at least 100 years) and NGC 6229 (∼83 years), the latter has not been observed as heavily as the former over the last century, which may have limited the discovery of secular period changes. A close comparison of the HB in M5 and NGC 6229 has led Borisova et al. (1999) to conclude that the blue HB in NGC 6229 is brighter than in M5, although the red HB matches very well. The Bailey, or period-amplitude diagram, of M5 for the V and I filters is shown in Fig. 6 . The scatter of the RRab stars about the general trends represented by the continuous lines derived for the OoI clusters M3 by Cacciari et al. (2005) in V -band, and NGC 2808 by Kunder et al. (2013a) in I-band, is quite considerable and a number of outliers sitting on the dashed sequence can be identified and they have been labelled in the figure. According to Cacciari et al. (2005) this is the locus for the evolved stars. The Bailey diagram further confirms M5 as an OoI type cluster.
Several features can be highlighted from the distribution of RRL in the HB from its expanded version in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 , in combination with the Bailey diagram of Fig. 6 and the periodcolour diagram displayed in Fig. 7 , very useful for the task of interpreting the distribution of RRL stars in the instability strip. In this last diagram, the period log P = log P + 0.336(< V > −15.021), where 15.021 mag is the average < V > for all the stable RRL, is plotted as a function of < V > − < I >. The use of P significantly reduces the scatter in the diagram (van Albada & Baker 1971; Bingham et al. 1984 ). Stable RRab and RRc stars as well as those exhibiting Blazhko modulations have been distinguished in these three figures. Let us note first that all RRab stars falling in the evolved sequence of the top panel of Fig.  6 have been plotted with red filled circles and red labels in the bottom panel of Fig.3 , and they are bonaf ide the brightest stars, as expected for stars in an advanced evolutionary state towards the AGB. However a higher luminosity can be attained by non-evolutionary means, like the presence of an unseen companion or the existence of atmospheric enrichment of helium due to extra mixing at the RGB stage (Sweigart 1997) . Let us note the labelled outlier stars in Fig. 7 (V93, V107, V108 , V118, V119, V122, V125, V158) (other peculiar outliers V25, V104 and V142 are discussed below in section A). These stars are labelled in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 in black. These stars have too short a period for their colour which implies that they have larger gravity and should be of lower luminosity. If in spite of this they happen to be among the most luminous stars in the IS, then they are good candidates to have a companion. This seems to be the case of V107, V122 and V158. Similar cases were identified by Cacciari et al. (2005) among the RRL in M3 (V48, V58, and V146) and by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015b) in NGC 6229 (V14, V31, V54 and V55). Thus, these stars with shorter periods compared to others of similar colour, could have enhanced helium in their atmospheres or have become luminous due to the presence of an unseen companion. The remainder of the stars with red symbols might be truly evolved stars. Unfortunately none of this was included in the secular period change analysis of Szeidl et al. (2011) perhaps because most of them were only discovered after 1987 and the time-base of existing data is not long enough.
The RRab-RRc segregation and the Oosterhoff type
It has been noted and discussed in several of our recent papers that some clusters show a neat splitting in the distribution of stable RRab and RRc stars in the CMD with the border at (V − I) 0 ∼ 0.45 − 0.46. In Fig. 3 Table 2 in Catelan (2009) . The OoII clusters all show blue tails, except NGC 4590. The more metallic OoI clusters may have both blue and red HBs and display a large dispersion. Those clusters for which we have explored the RR Lyrae distribution are plotted with filled symbols while empty symbols are used otherwise. Three OoI clusters are also labelled; despite their closeness in the plot the only one with a clear RRab-RRc segregation is NGC 6229, while NGC 3201, and now M5 (see Fig.  3 ), show both Blazhko and stable RRab stars well distributed all across the IS, in the either-or region, i.e. to the blue of the first-overtone red border. It should be noted however that in all cases stable RRc stars are well confined to the blue of the first-overtone red border as expected. In passing let us mention that this is yet another important difference between M5 and "its twin" NGC 6229.
It is true that we have explored only three OoI clusters and that an analysis of a larger number of both types of Oosterhoff clusters is desirable; however, we might preliminarily conclude that blue-tailed OoII clusters seem to have their RRab and RRc stars systematically well segregated around the red border of the firstovertone instability strip. However, OoI clusters may or may not have this property.
The distribution of RRL on the HB may be explained by the arguments of Caputo et al. (1978) which involve the occurrence of a hysteresis mechanism (van Albada & Baker 1973) for stars crossing the IS. According to this mechanism the stars in the "either-or" region can retain the mode they were pulsating in before entering the region, which depends on whether the star is coming from the blue side as an RRc or from the red side as an RRab. Caputo et al. (1978) also suggest that the original mode in which a RRL is pulsating depends on the location of the starting point at the Zero Age Horizontal Branch (ZAHB), which in turn depends on the mass and the chemical composition of the star; they used these ideas to explain the existence of the two Oosterhoff groups as follows; 1) the ZAHB point is in the fundamental zone, leading to an assortment of RRc and RRab in the "either-or" region and a lower value of the average period for both RRc and RRab and a lower proportion of RRc stars, hence an OoI cluster, and 2) the ZAHB point is bluer than the fundamental zone, in the "either-or" or in the first overtone regions, then the "either-or" region is populated exclusively by RRc Fig. 7 Period-colour diagram of stable RRL stars. Filled circles are used for RRab stars and empty circles for RRc stars. Triangles are used for stars with Blazhko modulations. The periods of the RRc stars were fundamentalized by adding 0.128 to log P . The reduced period P is defined as log P = log P + 0.336(< V > −15.021). . stars and the RRab stars are to be found only in the fundamental region, producing larger averages of periods and a higher proportion of RRc and hence an OoII type cluster.
The above scenario explains well the clean segregation of RRc and RRab seen in the OoII clusters, or the definitive lack of segregation in OoI clusters like NGC 3201 or M5, but, as commented by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015b) , the clean segregation observed in the OoI cluster NGC 6229 is at odds with the above picture.
Furthermore, RRab-RRc segregation in OoII clusters is also favoured by the arguments of Pritzl et al. (2002) that in clusters with blue HBs, i.e. large values of L, stars with masses below a critical mass on the ZAHB to the blue of the IS, evolve redwards and spend sufficient time to contribute to the population of RRL. Thus, clusters with a blue HB morphology are OoII, with redwards evolution, which in turn favours the segregation between RRc and RRab on the IS which, in passing, should at least statistically display increasing secular period variations. Unfortunately there are few clusters with a large enough number of RRL with secularly changing periods that have been studied; e.g. the OoII clusters Omega Cen (Martin 1938 ) and M15 (Silbermann & Smith 1995) and the OoI clusters M3 (Corwin & Carney 2001) and M5 ; in all these clusters only a small surplus, and probably not statistically significant, of RRL are reported as having increasing periods.
Growing evidence of the existence of multiple stellar populations in GCs (see for instance Jang & Lee (2015) and the references therein) invites us to consider whether this is connected with the observed RRab-RRc splitting discussed above. According to Jang & Lee (2015) , in inner-halo GCs the time elapsed between the first stellar generation (G1) and a helium (Y ) and CNO enhanced second generation (G2) is ∼ 0.5 Gyr while in the outer-halo GC's, G1 has been delayed by ∼ 0.8 Gyr and the time between G1 and G2 has been longer, ∼ 1.4 Gyr. They have demonstrated that for metallicities [Fe/H]∼ −1.5, in outer GC's the IS is mostly (but not exclusively) populated by G1 while the Y -and CNO-enhanced G2 RR Lyrae stars must be more luminous (see their figure 7 ) with an average < P ab >= 0.552d, which agrees very well with the observed < P ab >= 0.553d in M5. For inner GC's of similar metallicity the mix of G1 and G2 in the IS is likely more due to the shorter time between generations in which case < P ab >= 0.607d. For lower metallicity outer GC's, [Fe/H]∼ −2.0, the IS is populated basically by G2 stars. We shall recall that for a Y -and CNOenhanced G2, the masses on the ZAHB are shifted towards lower temperatures (Jang et al. 2014 , their figure 3), hence displacing the first overtone red-edge (FRE) to the red (Bono Caputo & Marconi 1995) . More than one generation sharing the IS will have different FRE boundaries contributing to a mix of RRc and RRab stars.
What effect the above scenario might have on the presence or not of the RRab-RRc splitting is not clear at present as several factors seem to play a role; the overall metallicity, the presence of more than one generation in the IS and the time elapsed between generations. We could add to this the possible presence of pre-ZAHB RR Lyrae stars (Silva Aguirre et al. 2008) . Clearly more investigation of a larger sample of GC's is necessary to confront the observations with theoretical predictions. We speculate that in outer-halo OoII clusters the larger time difference between generations favours the existence of an RRab-RRc splitting as we have generally observed.
Distance and metallicity of Mfrom its variable stars
The distance to M5 can be estimated from our data using different approaches; firstly, from the weighted mean M V , calculated for the RRab and RRc from the Fourier light curve decomposition (Table 5) , which can be considered as independent estimates since they come from different empirical calibrations and zero points. Secondly, we can use the I-band RR Lyrae P-L relation derived by Catelan, Pritzl & Smith (2004) . As a third approach we can use the three known SX Phe stars and their P-L relation. And finally a fourth approach is via the bolometric magnitude for stars at the tip of the RGB. Below we expand on these solutions. Being M5 a nearby cluster, its reddening is small, we adopted E(B − V )=0.03 mag (Harris 1996) . Given the mean M V for RRL in Table 5 we found a true distance modulus of 14.403 ± 0.067 mag and 14.387 ± 0.094 mag using 38 RRab and 24 RRc stars respectively, which correspond to the distances 7.6 ± 0.2 and 7.5 ± 0.3 kpc. The quoted uncertainties are the standard deviations of the corresponding means. The distance to M5 listed in the catalogue of Harris (1996) (2010 edition) is 7.5 kpc in good agreement with our calculations.
The I-band RR Lyrae P-L relation derived by Catelan, Pritzl & Smith (2004) is of the form:
with logZ = [M/H] − 1.765. We applied these equations to all 62 RRab and RRc stars in Table 5 . The periods for the RRc stars were fundamentalized following the period ratio P 1 /P 0 = 0.7454 in double mode stars (Catelan 2009 ). We found an average distance of 7.2±0.3 kpc. An independent estimate of the distance can be obtained from the three SX Phe known in the cluster. Fig. 9 shows the P-L relationship of Cohen & Sarajedini (2012) ;
positioned for the RRL mean distance. The firstovertone and second-overtone lines were positioned adopting the frequency ratios F/1O= 0.783 and F/2O = 0.571 (see Santolamazza et al. 2001 or Jeon et al. 2003 Poretti et al. 2005) . It seems clear from the plot that V164 is a fundamental pulsator while V160 and V170 pulsate in the first-overtone. Then, adopting eq. 5 we find an average true distance modulus of 14.428±0.150 or a distance of 7.7±0.4 kpc. The uncertainty was calculated from calibration errors neglecting the uncertainty in the period. Yet another approach to the cluster distance determination is by using the tip of the RGB. This method was developed for estimating distances to nearby galaxies (Lee, Freedman & Madore, 1993) . One possibility is to use the specific calibration of the bolometric magnitude of the tip of the RGB, of M5 by Viaux et al. (2013) under the arguments that the neutrino magnetic dipole moment enhances the plasma decay process, postpones helium ignition in low-mass stars, and therefore extends the red giant branch (RGB) in GCs. These authors came to the conclusion that in M5 M tip bol = -4.17 ± 0.13 mag and we adopted that value. As in Arellano Ferro et al. (2015b) for the case of NGC 6229, we found that the method is extremely sensitive to the star selection. Reasonable results are found for the stars nearest to the tip of the RGB, i.e. the reddest and brightest in this region of the CMD. We restricted our calculation to the two brightest RGB stars in our sample V50 and V174. According to Viaux et al. (2013) , the TRGB is between 0.05 and 0.16 mag brighter than the brightest stars on the RGB. The fact that V50 and V174 may not be the brightest stars on the RGB implies that their magntiudes would have to be corrected to bring them to the TRGB by at least the above quantities; the larger the correction the smaller the resulting distance. We applied a correction between 0.05 and 0.16 mag to V50 and V174 and found a mean distance of between 7.5 and 7.2 kpc respectively.
The above independent estimations of the cluster distance are, within their uncertainties, satisfactorily in agreement. However, given the sensitivity of the SX Phe P-L and the TRGB approaches to the number of stars involved as well as to the sample selection, we believe that the distance determinations from the RRL stars, which deal with much larger samples and carefully calibrated zero points of the luminosity scale are the best achieved.
For the metallicity, the overall average value from the RRL is The age of M5 has been discussed in numerous works. We have not attempted an independent estimation. The age of M5 was determined by Jimenez & Padoan (1998) The isochrones for these two metallicities are very similar except perhaps at the tip of the RGB where the isochrone for the more metal-rich composition gets less luminous. However, if shifts are applied to these isochrones within the uncertainty of the distance modulus and reddening, ∼ 0.1 mag, the two cases are indistinguishable. We can stress then that our CMD is consistent with the metallicity and distance derived in this paper and an age of 12.0 ± 1.0 Gyr found in the above papers for M5.
Summary and discussion
The Fourier decomposition of the light curves of stable RRL, and the calibrations and zero points available in the recent literature allowed us to determine the mean metallicity and distance to M5 as [Fe/H] UVES = −1.34 ± 0.11 and −1.39 ± 0.12 and 7.6 ± 0.2 kpc and 7.5±0.3 kpc, from the RRab and RRc stars respectively. Also individual values of radius and mass are provided. The employment of the I −band RR Lyrae P-L relation leads to a distance of 7.2±0.3 kpc. The distance to the cluster was also estimated from two independent methods; the P-L relation of SX Phe and the luminosity at the tip of the RGB finding 7.7±0.4 kpc and 7.5±0.1 kpc respectively. However we have shown that in the case of M5 the accuracy of these two alternative methods does not compete with the accuracy attained with the RR Lyraes and the Fourier light curve decomposition.
A group of 16 evolved stars have been identified from their distribution in the amplitude-period plane. Evolved stars should be moving to the red in the CMD, hence their periods should be increasing. From the period change study of Szeidl et al. (2011) and our own period change analysis, which will be published elsewhere, we can see that some stars have increasing periods (V11, V16, V39, V45, V77, V87 and V90) and some have clearly decreasing periods (V9, V12 and V17), which might be unexpected in truly evolved stars. However it is understood now that stochastic processes may produce both positive, negative or irregular period variation, e.g. mixing events in the core of a star at the HB (Sweigart & Renzini 1979) or, as suggested more recently by Silva Aguirre et al. (2008) , period decreases can occur in pre-ZAHB RR Lyrae stars on their final approach to the ZAHB. In the bottom panel of Fig.  3 we have drawn a small line segment from the corresponding circles, to the right or left to indicate period increase or decrease respectively. The remainder of the evolved stars were not found to be undergoing secular period variations in our analysis. From their position on the CMD, their long period value and large period change rate, we conclude that V77 and V87 are truly advanced in their evolution towards the AGB.
For the most luminous stars in the IS (V107, V122 and V158) we argue that they are not truly evolved stars but owe their overluminosity to a helium enhanced atmosphere or to the presence of an unseen companion.
We note that in the HB instability strip of M5, RRab stars share the either-or region with RRc stars, like in the case of the OoI cluster NGC 3201, but in contrast with NGC 6229, a cluster presumably nearly a twin of M5, where the RRab-RRc splitting is noticeable. We also highlight the fact that the RRab-RRc splitting is a common feature in OoII clusters with a blue tail.
Our CCD V I time-series, spanning a little more than two years, allowed us to detect amplitude and phase modulations in 14 RRab and 9 RRc stars not previously reported as having the Blazhko effect. These new findings account for incidence rates of at least 38% and 26% of the RRab and RRc respectively showing the Blazhko effect in M5. This comes as a natural result since in the last few years the detection of Blazhko variables in GCs has been increasing, most likely due to the improvement in the quality of the CCD observations and reduction techniques. Take for example the cluster NGC 5024 with the largest known population of Blazhko variables with 66% and 37% of RRab and RRc respectively (Arellano Ferro et al. 2012) .
Finally, it is well known from key studies in the past (e.g. Oosterhoff 1941 ) that a large fraction of the RRL population of M5 is undergoing secular period variations. Our present data add up to 20 years to the time-base of available data for M5 and a re-analysis of the period change rates is deferred to a forthcoming paper.
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A Comments on individual stars and the Blazhko variables
In this section we comment on the light curves, variable types and nature of some interesting or peculiar variables in Table 3 and Figs. 4 and 5. We put some emphasis on the amplitude and phase modulations of the Blazhko type in specific stars. In all the stars labelled 'Bl' in Table 3 the amplitude variations are neatly distinguished in the light curves in Figs. 4 and 5 in both the V and I filters.
V25, V36, V53, V74, V102, V108, V140 and V159. All these stars were found by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) to be misidentified in the literature. In that paper the identifications have been discussed and corrected and a detailed identification chart is given.
V14. In the CVSGC (2014 update) it is noted as an unconfirmed variable, probably after Evstigneeva et al. (1995) . However the star is clearly variable in the study of Kaluzny et al. (2000) and in the present work. It displays some amplitude modulation already noted by Kaluzny et al. (2000) .
V18. It displays a tremendous amplitude variation from 0.617 mag in 2012 to 1.218 mag in 2013 and 2014. The observations on January 23, 2013 are already consistent with the large amplitude, meaning that the star underwent the amplitude change between May 2012 and January 2013. The photographic light curve from 1934 from Oosterhoff (1941) , although a bit scattered, shows an amplitude of 0.76 mag and while not directly comparable with our V or I light curve amplitudes we mention that Oosterhoff himsef noted considerable light curve variations and suggested to classifiy it as an irregular variable. The data from 1997 of Kaluzny et al. (2000) show an amplitude of 1.27 mag and a mild suggestion of the Blazhko effect. The repetitivity of our light curves from February to May in 2012 at the low amplitude and again during 2013-2014 at the large amplitude, suggests that the star remains with a constant amplitude before it goes through the amplitude variation episodes: it is therefore a very strong Blazhko modulator with a rather long period. According to Szeidl et al. (2011) the Blazhko period is longer than 500d.
V25. This star is heavily blended with a nearby star which explains the relatively noisy light curve in Fig. 4 . It has been discussed and clearly identified by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) .
V27. Despite its relative isolation it shows a very peculiar light curve. We have not been able to identify more than one period. Thus the observed amplitude and phase modulations must be due to the Blazhko effect. We adopted the period of Szeidl et al. (2011) that phases the light curve best. They did not find secular period changes for this star. The Blazhko modulations are very prominent.
V28. Similar to V18, this star shows a very pronounced amplitude modulation from 1.120 mag to 0.653 mag with much different time distributions than V18. The amplitudes in the light curves of Oosterhoff (1941) and Kaluzny et al. (2000) are in between the above two extremes. V42, V84. These two W Virginis (CW) stars are shown in the CMD of Fig. 3 and their light curves are displayed in Fig. 10 . The data are included in the electronic Table 2 . Their periods are listed in Table 3 . For V42 the period 25.735d given in the CVSGC phases our data correctly. For V84 the period 53.95d in the CVSGC does not phase our data properly but we found that about half of it, 26.49d, produces a nice light curve.
V50,V171-V181. A discussion and the light curves of all these semi-regular late-type (SRA) variables can be found in the paper by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) .
V77. This is the RRab with the largest period in M5 (0.845158d). It has a low amplitude and a peculiar shape of the light curve with a roundish maximum. In the amplitude-period diagram (Fig. 6 ) the star falls in the extreme right of the diagram, much beyond the evolved stars sequence. In the CMD (bottom of Fig. 3 ) it is one of the brightest stars. The star is undergoing a secular period increase with a rate among the largest in M5 . All these properties are consistent with the star being in an advanced evolutionary state towards the AGB.
V78. This star has the shortest period among the known RRL stars in M5 (0.264820d). Kaluzny et al. (2000) have argued that it may be a second overtone pulsator (RRe) and noted the slight asymmetry of the light curve. We point out that while the asymmetry is there, it appears as prominent as in the other RRc stars with longer periods (e.g. V15, V55, V60 etc.). In fact, an inspection of the light curves of the RRc stars in Fig. 5 reveals that a slight asymmetry is present in most of them, so this seems to be more the rule than the exception in this cluster. However, following Catelan's (2004) practice, we have checked the log P -< I > plane and confirmed that, after fundamentalizing the period of V78 assuming that it is a second-overtone pulsator, the star falls in the natural extension to short period of the RRab distribution. This seem to support the idea that V78 is a RRe.
V87. Like V77, this star has a long period and a small amplitude and it is also an evolved star with the corresponding large period increase rate ).
V101.
A discussion of our data of this cataclysmic variable of the U Gem type and its light curve is given by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) .
V104. It has been noticed by several authors that the light curve of this peculiar star shows very prominent amplitude and phase modulations. It has been suggested to be a double mode star (Reid 1996) and a semi-detached binary (Drissen & Shara 1998) . Its rather long period for an RRc star and its position among RRab stars on the log P -< I > plane make it more likely to be an RRab star. We used period04 to search for traces of double mode activity but found no significant secondary frequencies. Our light curve is very peculiar indeed and shows multiple RR Lyrae-like curves, all well phased with a period of 0.486748, with phase and mean brightness displacements. It is probably an RRab in a binary system, unfortunatelly we could only estimate five times of maximum on our data and two in the light curve of Drissen & Shara (1998) and thus, with the handful of times of maximum the corresponding O-C diagram does not shed clear signs of duplicity.
V121. This star is close to the center of the cluster but it is not blended with another star of similar magnitude or brighter. Despite this, it shows large modulations in phase and amplitude probably due to the presence of Blazhko effect. The light curves in Caputo el al. (1999) and Drissen & Shara (1998) look stable but their time-base are very short.
V127. This star is very close to another of similar brightness. It is identified in the discovering paper (Kravtsov 1988) and we confirm that the variable is the NW of the pair (see Fig. 12 ). In the paper by Olech et al. (1999) its light curve appears as that of a small amplitude RRc-like with a period 0.544965d. However our period 0.540366d produces a clear RRab light curve with amplitude apparently diminished due to flux contamination by the neighbour. On the Bailey diagram (Fig. 6 ) the star clearly sits among the RRab stars. It also shows amplitude modulations.
V155. A light curve of this W Ursae Majoris-type eclipsing binary (EW) is presented and discussed in the paper by Arellano Ferro et. al. (2015a) .
V156. The variability of this star and a nice looking RRab light curve were reported by Drissen & Shara (1998) from their high resolution images of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), and they labelled it as V15. The star identified by these authors is strongly blended in our images and we were not able to either calculate a period at confidence or recover a RRL-like light curve, hence it was not included in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 11 we show the nightly light variations and note the changes of the maximum brightness, inviting the suggestion of Blazhko modulations. Caputo et al. (1999) offered an alternative identification and named the star V156, however the light curve of that star does not show variations in our collection.
V157. The light curve of this star has an anomalously low amplitude, likely due to blending in our images with a close bright star. Its position in the CMD (Fig. 3 ) and Bailey diagram (Fig. 6 ) is therefore peculiar.
V158. It is noted in the CVSGC as "RRc?" Indeed its period 0.442627d is rather long for an RRc, however, its light curve is a little asymmetric and resembles that of the other RRc stars in the cluster. In the Bailey's diagram (Fig. 6) , the star falls halfway between the RRc and the RRab distributions. We have labelled it as RRc.
V159. An eclipse for this eclipsing binary (E) was detected in our data. The light curve is presented and discussed in the paper by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) .
V170. The phased light curve for this SX Phe stars is given by Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) .
Interfering close pairs. We have identified a few close pairs of variable stars in our images that, depending on the seeing conditions may or may not have contaminated each other's light curves. We list them below and briefly discuss them.
V84-V93 The RRab V93 is 12.5 pixels or 3.7 arcsec from the bright CW V84 which has produced the noisy appearance of the light curve in Fig. 3 .
V109-V142. These two RRab stars are separated by only 4.0 pixels or 1.2 arcsec in our images and hence the interference of each other's light curves which is evident as noise (see Table 1 ). The light curve of V142 shows very prominent phase and amplitude modulations. The variability was discovered by Brocato, Castellani & Ripepi (1996) but the light curve was not made available. Partial light curves were displayed by Caputo et al. (1999) and Drissen & Shara (1998) where the variations are clear but no modulation was detected, most likely due to the limited time-base of these data sets.
V112-V113. The separation of these stars is 7.4 pixels or 2.2 arcsec which means that in nights of poorer seeing their light curves are contaminated by the light of the neighbour producing noisier light curves.
V130-V131. These stars are separated by 8.4 pixels or 2.5 arcsec, i.e. ocassionally, on nights of poorer seeing there is mutual light contamination. Scatter in the light curve of V130 was noted by Kaluzny et al. (2000) but their search for a secondary frequency was futile. Our light curve shows clear amplitude modulations which could be attributed to the Blazhko effect. V131 is not included by Kaluzny et al. Both stars included by Caputo et al. (1999) show no amplitude modulations but their light curves are sparse. In our data V131 also shows mild amplitude modulations. It is possible that the observed amplitude modulations are due, at least partially, to the light contamination from the neighbour.
RRab stars with Blazhko modulations. A systematic and thorough analysis of 50 RRab stars in M5 was conducted by Jurcsik et al. (2011) in search of Blazhko-type variability and its characterization, using a collection of photometry of M5 covering nearly 100 years. They identified 20 Blazhko stars among the RRab population and calculated the modulation periods (their Table 1 ). The modulation periods range mostly between 40 and 600 days, with the exception of V72 for which the modulation is about 1200 days. The time-base of our data is 770 days (see Table 1 ). This means that based only on our observations we should be able to detect the modulations in all those variables, provided that the modulations are strong enough and the photometry is of good quality. Of the 20 stars found by Jurcsik et al. (2011) four (V2, V29, V58 and V72) are not in the FoV of our images. The remaining 16 stars are labelled 'Bl b ' in Table 3 , however V5, V30 and V38, look rather stable in our light curves, thus we would have been unable to identify these as Blazhko variables based exclusively on our data. We find it difficult to judge the real Blazhko nature of these three stars. We note first that the Blazhko modulations reported by Jurcsik et al. (2011) are in all cases very mild and that for V5 and V38 the Blazhko classification relies on a comparison between the data from Reid (1996) , whose light curves are a bit scattered, and the data from Kaluzny et al. (1999; separated by 5 years; both stars are in crowded fields and Kaluzny et al. 2000 has pointed out that neighbours at 5-10 arcsec affect some of the photometric data. For the more isolated star V30 the comparison was between the data of Storm et al. (1991) and Kaluzny et al. (1999; separated by 10 years, reduced and transformed to the standard system by different approaches. While these details may contribute to apparent amplitude differences, it is also possible that our data time-base is not long enough for the detection of a long-period modulation. For the other 13 stars the modulations are also evident in our data.
Besides the above mentioned stars, we have also been able to detect amplitude-phase modulations in the light curves of another 14 RRab stars, some of which are subtle but visible, hence probably undetectable in old photographic data. These 14 newly identified Blazhko RRab stars are labelled 'Bl' in Table 3 . This makes a total of 30 Blazhko stars in M5 in a sample of 79 RRab stars, i.e. an occurrence rate of at least 38%.
RRc stars with Blazhko modulations. No Blazkho RRc variables were reported by Jurcsik et al. (2011) . However, the modulations are clearly visible in 9 stars of the 34 in our sample; V35, V40, V44, V53, V55, V99, V120, V130 and V131. This makes an incidence rate of at least 26% for RRc Blazhko variables in M5.
RRc stars with prominent bump near maximum. The presence of bumps near the maximum light in RRc stars is clear in V31, V35, V57, V60, V62, V95, V100, V105, V108, V113, V116, V130 and V133. Bumps were noted before by Kaluzny et al. (2000) in V31, V35, V57 and V62 and highlighted that bumps do not occur for stars with periods above 0.28-0.30 d, which is true also for our extended list of "bumpy" stars with the exception of V108 and V130 with P∼0.328, although we may concede that the bump in these cases is rather mild. Kaluzny et al. (2000) venture the possibility that the bump is associated with some sort of interaction between the first and second overtones. The bump was actually reproduced in the RRc star U Com by hydrodynamical models constraining the metallicity and calibrating the adopted turbulent convection model. The bump was found to be sensitive to the parameters governing the coupling between convection and pulsation (Bono, Castellani & Marconi 2000) . Fig. 11 Light variations of the RRab star V156. Black and red circles are the V and I magnitudes, respectively. The I magnitudes have been arbitrarily shifted to accommodate them in the same box, so that the variations in both filters can be appreciated.
1 Fig. 12 Finding charts constructed from our V reference image; north is up and east is to the right. The cluster image at the top is 8.8×8.8 arcmin 2 . The core image at the bottom is 2.2×2.2 arcmin 2 . All of the variable stars listed in Table 3 are identified.
1 Fig. 13 Individual star cut-outs for each star in Fig. 12 . Images are of size 23.7×23.7 arcsec 2 . All of the stars listed in Table 3 , except for those with cutouts already published in Arellano Ferro et al. (2015a) , are shown.
